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Kai x Nao x Saga; Delusionverse

Von novembermond

Kapitel 3: downtime

eigentlich wollte ich das noch nicht hochladen... aber was solls. XD
es gibt ein neues delusionverse kapi!

Management had thought it funny to make a photo shoot in the middle of winter,
outside in ankle deep snow, with nothing much on besides their tour outfits.
Naturally, Saga’s wasn’t covering all that much and he was freezing to death while
posing and trying to look like he enjoyed it. He threw the camera a smouldering look
but he was really looking at his band mates, who were finished already, snuggled into
thick jackets and holding steaming paper cups of coffee. Saga’s single pictures were
always taken last, when everyone else was done. Nao said it was because the
photographers always got a raging hard on with Saga and couldn’t work anymore
afterwards. But Saga thought that was probably a joke. He also thought that the
management might be out to get him; no he was quite sure that they were a tad
vindictive lately. He wasn’t around when it happened but he found out that Nao got
into a big fight with them over Saga. And since then there had been an increase of
shootings that required Saga to be half naked and wet or similar things. Clearly they
were taking out their annoyance at Nao on him. Usually he didn’t mind so much. After
all, he was a masochist and could take quite a bit. But at the moment he was really
very cold. It would be nice to do a shoot that required him to wear Inuit gear for a
change, but that was more a thing for Shou or Hiroto who could pull off the cute
thing. Saga wasn’t the cute type. He was the ‘take off your clothes and spread your
legs’ type. It was all he was good for, clearly.

Still posing, he could see that Nao was frowning deeply while talking to Shou. It was a
shocking thing to see, because when Nao and Shou had coffee of their favourite
stores in hands, they usually looked as happy as a kid who’d just gotten a pony. Finally,
the shooting was over and Saga free to put on his jacket. Someone pressed a warm
cup into his hand. Saga refrained from drinking it. If the Styrofoam was warm, the
liquid would be scalding hot.

“I’m gonna meet up with Aki in an hour. Anyone need a ride in that direction?” Hiroto
asked, clinking with his car keys.
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“Oh, me, please!” Nao said.

“Sure. Anyone else?”

What? Why was Nao going with Hiroto? Kai was going to pick them up any moment.
They hadn’t seen him for over a week. Prior to this shooting they’d been busy with
recording and so Saga had hoped for a night of fun to make up for it. Kai had also
hinted at taking revenge for the Kitchen Incident. The thought gave Saga a pleasant
shiver. He gulped down the coffee from his cup to feel the slight burning. Not a
second later his band mates were already gone and not long after that, Kai picked him
up.

“So”, Kai said after the silent ride to his place. “Why did my boyfriend not come with
us instead sending me a message saying ‘Everything will be alright please feed Saga’?”

That made the bassist giggle. Like he was their dog or something. “I’m sorry, he didn’t
tell me”, he gasped.

“I bet he’s just trying to wiggle his way out of punishment, the cheater.”

When they were inside of Kai’s apartment Saga removed his boots and sank more or
less gracefully – rather less, he was still stiff from the cold – not that kind of stiff ye
perverts – on his knees, then on all fours. He waited for Kai to take off his shoes, then
his socks and pressed a soft kiss on Kai’s toes. They smelled of coconut. That was
Nao’s shower gel. Proof that Kai really was a big old sap, since Alice Nine had been
gone for only a few days and Kai had already missed his boyfriend so much he’d used
his shower gel.

Or maybe his own had been empty and he’d moved on to the next available bottle.
Anyway, it smelled delicious. Saga gave the foot an experimental lick. Didn’t taste like
coconuts though, just like Kai.

“Hey, that tickles!” Kai complained. “Stop that and get into the bedroom.”

Arriving at his destination Saga slowly and teasingly took his clothes off. He could
sense that something was off with Kai, but couldn’t quite put his finger on it. Was it
because of his punishment, or because Nao wasn’t there?

“If you’re finished any time soon, get face down on the bed.” Kai sounded amused, so
whatever it was, it wasn’t too bad. Saga obeyed and waited for further action. The
drummer’s strong yet somehow delicate hands slid over Saga’s body, up and down,
making him almost purr. The first blow on his ass was so soft, he almost didn’t feel it.
The next got harder, making his skin heat up. And then Kai stopped. “Do you know
your safe word?”

“I don’t need…”

“Don’t even think it!” Kai’s voice was sharp and unforgiving.
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There was an awkward silence which was broken by a whispered “I’m sorry”, when
Saga couldn’t take the silence anymore and tried to fill it. It was one of the first things
Kai had taught him in their relationship. You always had a safe word, even if you didn’t
think you’d need one. And it wasn’t only for ‘scenes’, but also for vanilla sex and every
other situation. Saga still thought it was not necessary but it felt nice to know he
could get the other two to back off when he needed it. “It’s Rainbows”, he said. “My
safe word is Rainbows.”

“Good”, Kai nodded and then the spanking started in earnest.

After a while Saga felt all mellow and tingly, even if his backside burned like fire.
When Kai stopped, he gave a mew of disappointment. Kai laughed. “You like this far
too much!” Saga thought of denying it, but then decided otherwise and stretched
himself lazily. Kai was lying down next to him and started stroking his hair. “Okay,
Saga-kun, what’s up with Nao, you and the Company?”

“I’m… I’m not sure.”

“But?”

“Well, I think they have seen me and Nao… doing it in the bathroom… And you know
how we’re not allowed to date girls? Looks like we’re ALSO not allowed to date guys.
Or maybe they were grossed out over the gayness. I don’t know. But I think they
believe me and Nao are in love and now they’re trying to get us to break up by making
Nao think it’s better for me. Or something.”

For a while nobody said anything. Then Kai commented: “Boy, did they get that wrong
or what?”

###
ja. das wars wieder, danke für eure aufmerksamkeit, über kommis freu ich mich sehr.
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